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Abstract1

Covalent organic frameworks (COFs) stand out as prospective organic-based photo-2

catalysts given their intriguing optoelectronic properties, such as visible light absorption3

and high charge-carrier mobility. The CURATED COFs is a database of reported4

experimental COFs that until now remained mostly unexplored for photocatalysis. In5

this work, we screen the CURATED COFs database for discovering potential photocat-6

alysts using a set of DFT-based descriptors that cost-effectively assesses visible light7

absorption, preliminary thermodynamic feasibility of the desired pair of redox reactions,8

charge separation, and charge-carrier mobility. The workflow can shortlist 13 COFs as9

prospective candidates for water splitting, and identify materials (Nx-COF (x =0–3))10

that have been reported as candidates for Hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). Overall,11

our strategy tackles the challenge of having too many COFs to explore by channeling12

the focus of future research to a selective group of COFs while elucidating insights into13

the structure design for a desired photocatalytic process.14
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Introduction15

Photocatalysis offers a pathway for green energy and chemical industry alternatives such16

as sunlight-driven water splitting and CO2 reduction. In such processes, solar-to-chemical17

energy conversion provides the driving force to generate renewable fuels and chemicals as a18

promising solution to the energy and environmental crisis. In short, vastly available sunlight19

in a photocatalytic system is absorbed, followed by photo-generation of separated charge20

carriers in the material valence (VB) and conduction (CB) bands. These charge carriers can21

participate in the desired surface reactions.1,222

Whether the promise of a photocatalysis-based sustainable future can reach industrial23

plants strongly depends on finding a material that can optimally fulfill requirements for each24

step of a photocatalytic process. An ideal photocatalyst should have valence and conduction25

band edges straddling the potentials of the targeted redox reactions, should absorb visible light,26

display high charge-carrier mobility, and have low detrimental electron-hole recombination.27

Covalent organic frameworks (COFs) stand out given their modular nature, optoelectronic28

properties, and stability. COFs are porous crystalline materials composed predominantly29

of earth-abundant, non-toxic elements and based on the connection of building blocks, i.e.30

linkers and linkages, through reversible covalent bonds.3,4 Most COFs are layered materials31

of two-dimensional (2D) sheets, commonly referred to as 2D COFs,5 displaying mechanical,32

optical, and electronic properties that can be extremely advantageous for photocatalytic33

properties, such as visible light absorption and high charge-carrier mobility.6 Many COFs34

possess large surface areas, functional group tunability, and solution processability. The35

combination of such properties permits an unlimited number of functionality-based designed36

materials. Due to the above-mentioned advantages, there is an increasing interest in using37

COFs and their composites as photocatalysts in overall water splitting, H2 generation, CO238

reduction, and degradation of organic pollutants.7,839

Interestingly, a simple literature search in the Web of Science database (filtered for the40

keywords “Covalent organic framework” or “COF” and “photocatalysis” or “photocatalyst”)41
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shows that to this moment, about 90% of the experimental COFs originally queried for42

this work remain unexplored for photocatalysis. Given a large number of already synthe-43

sized COFs,9 computational screening approaches can aid the exploration of properties and44

structure-property relationships by quickly surveying many variables, thus redirecting experi-45

mental efforts.10 Here, we developed a high-throughput density functional theory (DFT)-based46

workflow to discover photocatalytically active COFs. The strategy behind our workflow is to47

implement cost-effective DFT calculations enabling us to discover materials of interest given48

a high number of COFs structures. Our methodology defines a set of descriptors to evaluate49

the material’s performance in the fundamental steps of photocatalysis. The descriptors are50

obtained through post-processing of DFT outputs to properly assess photocatalysis-specific51

features associated with the material’s performance. The screening workflow takes as in-52

put the “Clean, Uniform, Refined with Automatic Tracking from Experimental Database”53

(CURATED) COFs,11 a database of reported experimental COFs.54

Screening strategy55

With a defined set of materials to be evaluated, developing a thorough strategy is crucial as56

it will dictate the accuracy and feasibility of the screening protocol. The strategy employed57

in this work focuses on 1) determining DFT descriptors for the fundamental steps of a58

photocatalytic process and the approximations to be employed and 2) establishing a cost-59

effective way to compute those descriptors.60

Photocatalytic DFT descriptors Firstly, we determine DFT-based descriptors of the61

photocatalytic steps considering a strategy that enables us to obtain satisfactory yet cost-62

effective results for a screening study. In this work, the selected descriptors are the following:63

1) energy-based descriptors, i.e. band gap and band-edge alignment to the redox reactions64

to assess visible-light absorption and thermodynamics, respectively, 2) a charge separation65

descriptor, and 3) a charge-carrier mobility descriptor to assess the performance of the66
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material.67

Energy-based descriptors The thermodynamic feasibility of a photo-redox reaction68

can be evaluated by ionization potential (IP) and electron affinity (EA) values. The IP69

can be associated with the absolute energy of the valence band edge after alignment with70

a reference level. The EA is taken to be the difference between the IP and the band71

gap.12,13 This association is an approximation since Kohn-Sham energy levels are affected by72

the derivative discontinuity where common density functional approximations (Generalized73

gradient approximation (GGA), Meta-GGA, and Hybrids) differ from experimental values.12,1474

The reference level can be estimated by determining the vacuum potential in the pores where75

the variation of the electrostatic potential is the smallest, similar to what has been previously76

reported for MOFs and COFs.15,16 The obtained absolute energies of IP and EA can then77

be used to select materials whose band edges align with the target redox potentials of the78

desired reactions, all referenced to vacuum. Hence, in this way, we ensure the thermodynamic79

feasibility of the desired reaction. In the case of hydrogen (HER) and oxygen (OER) evolution80

reactions, the redox potentials at pH 0 are −4.4 eV and −5.63 eV aligned to the vacuum81

level,17 respectively.82

To evaluate visible-light absorption, the Kohn-Sham band gap is calculated and empirically83

adjusted to PBE0 values, as discussed in the following section. Ideally, computational84

determination of the optical band gap should rely on methods that account for the excited85

states, especially for organic materials where excitonic effects are important.12,18,19 However,86

some hybrid functionals, such as PBE0, can be reasonably accurate for some systems when87

calculating the optical band gap; and an empirical adjustment of PBE to PBE0 values88

employed here is justified by its cost-effectiveness. Hybrid functionals are particularly89

accurate in predicting optical band gaps when no charge transfer excitation is involved.2090

Charge separation descriptor The exciton generated by light absorption can then91

undergo the process of charge separation (independent charge carriers, i.e. electron and92
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hole), which prevents electron-hole recombination and subsequent carrier loss for a higher93

conversion efficiency in photocatalysis. Charge separation can be calculated as the weighted94

average of the spatial overlap (Λ) between virtual and occupied Kohn-Sham orbitals in the95

lowest excited singlet state, which can be obtained from time-dependent DFT (TDDFT)96

calculations.21 Aiming for cost-effectiveness, here we adopt a previously reported strategy97

that allows for using ground-state unrestricted Kohn-Sham (UKS) DFT calculations (PBE98

based and PBE0 adjusted, see Figure S1) for charged doublets, i.e. -1 for electron injection99

and +1 for hole injection.21 In this case, the charge separation descriptor can be estimated100

similarly, but now considering the averaged spatial overlap between the highest occupied101

(HOMO(α)) and lowest unoccupied (LUMO(β)) molecular orbitals of the electron and the102

hole injection, respectively. When the photo-generated charges are spatially separated, this103

could favor long lifetimes and low recombination rates. Here we also refer to the overlap104

as the “charge recombination descriptor” to intuitively point out lower overlaps as optimal105

values for lower charge recombination and more separated charges.106

Charge-carrier mobility descriptor Lastly, to qualitatively evaluate charge-carrier107

mobility, the carrier effective masses (m*) were computed. According to the Bardeen-108

Schockley model,21–23 m* is inversely proportional to the electronic charge-carrier mobility.109

Therefore lower values of m* are associated with higher carrier mobility. This strategy avoids110

the computation of the bulk modulus and the Bardeen-Shockley deformation potential for the111

band edges, which would be necessary for computing charge-carrier mobility requiring excessive112

computational resources for screening the entire database. In the parabolic approximation,113

the effective mass tensor can be reduced to a scalar quantity and can be computed directly114

from the band structure, taking into account the curvature of the VB (for m* of holes) and115

CB (for m* of electrons).22116

PBE vs PBE0 A challenge with extended structures such as metal-organic frameworks117

(MOFs) and COFs is that their unit cell contains many atoms, which makes simulations at118
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high fidelity computationally prohibitive. One way to approach the cost vs accuracy issue,119

as previously reported for MOFs, is to employ a scheme to evaluate the DFT descriptors120

at a GGA-level (e.g., PBE24), but making use of a post-processing empirical adjustment to121

reproduce hybrid functional (e.g., PBE0) results.15,21 The hypothesis that such an adjustment122

exists is based on the systematic employment of 25% of Hartree-Fock (HF) exact exchange123

in PBE0.25,26 Moreover, the nature of the orbitals contributing to the band gap in COFs124

is mostly unchanged between PBE and PBE0. Unlike MOFs, most COFs do not contain125

transition and post-transition metals. Their organic element composition reduces the presence126

of the charge transfer mechanism in MOFs like ligand-to-metal and metal-to-ligand charge127

transfer, which would require higher levels of theory than hybrid functionals.128

To apply this scheme to the database, we first tested the correlation between PBE and129

PBE0 descriptors values for a small subset. We manually selected 20 COFs to compose a130

representative subset where we could evaluate the above-mentioned PBE-based strategy to131

determine the validity of the strategy in our systems of interest. The dataset is chosen to132

contain 2D as well as 3D COFs, also including structures with heteroatoms, and is displayed133

in Table S1. Figure 1 shows that PBE and PBE0 display a linear relationship for ionization134

potential (IP), electron affinity (EA), and band gap energies (R2 rounded values of 0.99,135

1.00, and 0.99, respectively), even more than MOFs (R2 values of 0.92, 0.98, and 0.93136

respectively).15 For band gap values, we observed the well-established band gap opening137

effect of hybrids compared to GGA functionals.12 Similarly, the charge separation descriptor138

can be empirically adjusted to PBE0 values based on the correlation displayed in Figure S1.21139
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Figure 1: PBE and PBE0 correlation for ionization potential (IP), electron affinity (EA) and
band gap values in a set of 20 selected CURATED COFs (see Table S1).

Figure 2 depicts the workflow we developed to compute the photocatalytic descriptors,140

with empirical adjustments performed during data treatment. More details regarding the141

decision-making process for the parameters in the workflow are displayed in the SI.142
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Figure 2: Flowchart of the workflow developed for this screening study. It takes as input
the structures from the CURATED COFs database (box highlighted in Persian indigo),
then checks the number of atoms and lattice parameters. The next step is a single-point
energy calculation. If this calculation confirms that we have a closed-shell system with a
semiconducting band, the structure is optimized. From the optimized structure, the workflow
computes the main outputs (boxes highlighted in jungle green) utilized to calculate our
photocatalytic DFT descriptors, namely, band gap and band alignment (with band gap and
cube files printed after optimization), charge separation (with cube files from electron and
hole injection) and charge carrier effective masses (with bands data).

Results and discussion143

From now on, the case study of overall water splitting (OWS) is considered. The sunlight-144

driven overall splitting of water in H2 and O2 is often referred to as the ”Holy Grail” in the145

energy landscape, as it is a renewable way of generating energy carriers in a simple but robust146
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strategy from clean and widely available energy sources.27,28 Although OWS for COFs does147

not come without challenges, e.g., slow kinetics of OER and insufficient driving force from148

photogenerated charge carriers,29,30 this case study can guide the discussion, especially for149

the preliminary evaluation of thermodynamic feasibility. This can be evaluated by band edge150

alignment with the redox potentials of the reaction. An analogous analysis could be applied151

to any pair of redox reactions, also with sacrificial agents, co-catalysts, and in a Z-scheme.31152

Photocatalytic DFT descriptors153

Firstly, we take a closer look at each photocatalytic DFT descriptor. To aid the evaluation of154

structure-property relationships for our descriptors, we determined a set of 26 substructures155

(see SI for the complete list) based on chemical intuition and on their occurrence as building156

blocks (linkages and linkers) and functional groups in COFs.8,30,32 Searching for the presence157

of those substructures in the CURATED COFs allows for methodical pattern-seeking when158

it comes to the structure-property relationships. Such a pattern has been shown previously,159

indicating benzene-based functional groups with C3v symmetry and nitrogen-based functional160

groups as potential catalytic active sites for OER and HER, respectively.30 Among the defined161

substructures, we proceed to discuss the ones that presented statistically significant effects162

on our photocatalytic DFT descriptors, not considering the ones with only a few data points163

or that showed no effect.164

Energy-based descriptors 75% of the evaluated CURATED COFs have their band gaps165

in the range of visible light (1.6 eV < Ebg < 3.2 eV). Structural analysis shows that most166

structures containing porphyrin, pyrene, triphenylamine, and 2,4,6-triphenyl-1,3,5-triazine167

(TPTA, with triazine linkage) have their PBE0-adjusted band gaps within the visible range168

(Figure 3). This observation agrees with the photophysical nature of these organic groups169

known for having visible-light absorbing properties.13,23,33–38 The presence of these groups170

has been reported for applications involving visible light absorption in COFs.33,39–41171
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Figure 3: All COFs containing a) porphyrin, b) pyrene, c) triphenylamine, and d) 2,4,6-
triphenyl-1,3,5-triazine. Jungle green dots represent structures among them with band gaps
in the visible range (porphyrin and triphenylamine 100%, pyrene 83%, 2,4,6-triphenyl-1,3,5-
triazine 85%). Grey circles represent structures with those functional groups but out of
the visible range (porphyrin and triphenylamine 0%, pyrene 17%, and 2,4,6-triphenyl-1,3,5-
triazine 15%). The horizontal line represents the upper limit of the visible light range, the
vertical line represents m∗

e+h = 1me.

Moreover, 14% of the COFs’ ionization potation (IP) and electron affinity (EA) values172

straddle the OER and HER potentials, all with band gaps within the visible range. Figure 4173

shows the band edge alignment for the filtered structures in this case study. Indeed, we see174

in Figure 4 that all values for electron affinity are above the hydrogen evolution reaction175

potential (jungle green dashed line), and all values for ionization potential are below the176

oxygen evolution reaction potential (Persian indigo dashed line). Such straddling indicates177

thermodynamic feasibility for OWS with visible light absorption (the black dashed line is the178

maximum value in the visible range). Tighter alignment, i.e. lower band gaps (Ebg < 2.36 eV)179

in this plot are desired to achieve the minimum requirement of 10% solar-to-hydrogen (STH)180

efficiency for profitable industrialization.42 Furthermore, the filtered structures can also be181

investigated as photocatalysts for individual HER and OER.182
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Figure 4: Simultaneous filtering of the energy-based DFT descriptors computed for 419
CURATED COFs. For the case study of overall water splitting, good candidates should have
their IP and EA straddling the redox potentials of HER (jungle green dashed line) and OER
(Persian indigo dashed line), all aligned to vacuum, and band gap in the visible range (grey
dashed line as the maximum value). IP and EA in the same vertical line correspond to the
same structure.

We highlight that all calculations are kept at the GGA level, with the PBE functional,183

and posteriorly adjusted empirically to PBE0 values. This choice is justified by our screening184

approach, considering the large number of COFs. However, DFT, even with hybrid functionals,185

can present shortcomings regarding the prediction of fundamental band gaps and IP/EA levels.186

For GGA functionals, one example is the difficulty in capturing excitonic effects in organic187

systems, which can be in the order of a few eV and severely impact visible light absorption.18188

Therefore, this approach might not be enough when compared to more accurate calculations,189

but it can at least describe the nature of the electronic properties of COFs. Moreover, the190

strategy adopted here allows for a cost-effective way of shortlisting photocatalyst candidates,191

which can later be redirected for more accurate calculations.192

Charge separation descriptor The charge separation descriptors computed in this193

work range between 0.037 and 0.931 (it can go from 0 to 1). To test the validity of our194

charge separation descriptor, we compared our results with reported lifetimes in COFs. Our195

computed values agree qualitatively with experimental results of charge carrier lifetime for,196

e.g., COF-366 (low Λ=0.3, lifetime of ≈80 µs) and N3-COF (high Λ=0.7, average lifetime of197
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≈4 ns).43,44 Considering that lower values of Λ are an indication of lower chances of electron-198

hole recombination, we filtered the structures presenting Λ less than 0.5 as potentially199

favorable for charge separation. The structures obtained after this filter represent 28% of the200

database. With a lower threshold of 0.15, 13 structures are filtered, 4 of them composing a201

series of multiple-component donor-acceptor COFs (MC-COF-TPs), strategically designed to202

contain spatially separated electron donor and acceptor groups.45 Those COFs contain the203

group 2,3,6,7,10,11-hexahydroxytriphenylene (TP) as knots, benzene-1,4-dialdehyde, nitro-p-204

phenylenediamine and p-phenylenediamine as electron donors and 2,1,3-benzothiadiazole-4,7-205

diboronic acid (BTDADA) as an electron acceptor, with N, B, and S heteroatoms present and206

spatially separated in each structure.45 The authors state that charge transfer is triggered207

from TP to BTDADA and that the sequenced π-arrays may play an important role in the208

electronic correlations.45 The presence of groups that can stabilize charge carriers is crucial209

for enhancing photocatalytic activity and is desired if one would like to design COFs with low210

detrimental charge recombination.46 The remaining nine structures with the lowest computed211

charge recombination descriptors (Λ < 0.15) are BP-COF-1 and BP-COF-2 (both with B, S, P,212

O, and F as heteroatoms), PIA-AA and PIC-AA (both with dicarboximide groups), CCOF-1,213

NN-TAPH-COF, (R)-DTP-COF, DhaTab, and COF-119.47–52 Among them, triphenylbenzene214

seems to be a common group (for DhaTab, PIC-AA, and (R)-DTP-COF).215
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Figure 5: Structural analysis of all COFs distributed by their band gap and overlap values,
with jungle green dots representing all structures that contain a) thiadiazole, or b) phthalimide.
The horizontal line represents the upper limit of the visible light range, and the vertical line
represents Λ = 0.5.

Moreover, our substructure-based structural analysis shows that the presence of thiadiazole216

and phthalimide is associated with low overlap values, as displayed in Figure 5. All COFs217

with those substructures have a charge separation descriptor lower than 0.5. Statistical218

analysis with bootstrapped effect sizes corroborates the lowering of charge recombination219

descriptor with the presence of those groups (see Figures S14 and S15).220

Charge-carrier mobility descriptor Concerning the charge-carrier mobility descriptor,221

67% of the COFs have effective masses of both electron and hole below ten times the electron222

rest mass (me). The threshold is chosen because most of the effective masses reported for223

COFs with high conductivity in the literature are below this value.44,53–55 At a much tighter224

threshold of 1 me, still, 35% remain, among which only 6% are 3D COFs. Figure 6 shows a225

distribution of the effective masses of both electron and hole for the evaluated CURATED226

COFs. Out of the structures with effective masses of either electron or hole higher than 100227

me, 18% are 3D COFs.228
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Figure 6: Distribution of effective masses of a) electron and b) hole computed for 419
CURATED COFs.

When comparing the COFs with very low (m*<1 me) and very high (m*>100 me) effective229

masses, it was observed that COFs with low effective masses uniquely contain β-ketoenamine230

linkages with the group 2,4,6-trimethanimidoylbenzene-1,3,5-triol (TIBT), and COFs with231

high effective masses uniquely contain glutarimide (with dicarboximide group). In Figure 7,232

a pattern can be seen for β-ketoenamine-linked COFs with TIBT, its presence occurring233

mostly on COFs with low effective masses and appropriate IP/EA values for aligning with234

HER. Statistical analysis with bootstrapped effect sizes shows a significant difference between235

the means of effective masses of COFs with and without β-ketoenamine linkage with TIBT236

(lowering of 2 units in the log scale for both electron and hole Figures S12,S13). Indeed,237

β-ketoenamine-linked COFs usually display good photocatalytic properties for HER, with238

increased stability with respect to their imine counterparts.8,56 However, the same COFs,239

except for a few, present higher values of the computed charge recombination descriptor240

(Figure 7b). It has been suggested that introducing donor-acceptor units to COFs with241

this linkage can enhance their photocatalytic activity by stabilizing excited charge transfer242

processes.56243
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Figure 7: Structural analysis of all the β-ketoenamine-linked COFs with TIBT. Jungle green
dots represent structures with band edges aligning with the HER redox potential, and grey
circles represent those that do not align. HER alignment occurs mostly in structures with
low effective masses and appropriate band gaps but relatively high overlap. The horizontal
line represents the upper limit of the visible light range, and the vertical line represents in a)
m∗

e+h = 1me, and in b) Λ = 0.5.

Concerning the before-mentioned MC-COF-TPs series with low charge recombination244

descriptors, their uniformly distributed N and S heteroatoms are also expected to enhance245

charge-carrier mobility.57 Such observation is corroborated by the computed m* for both246

electron and hole for MC-COF-TPs, that range between 5e−10 to 13 me, with the exception247

of m*h for MC-COF-TP-E1
2E2

1. In summary, when designing COFs to enhance charge-248

carrier mobility, choosing 2D dimensionality and β-ketoenamine linkage with TIBT could be249

advantageous.250

Moreover, the presence of dicarboximide functional groups was associated with lower charge251

recombination descriptors, but higher effective masses. A similar pattern is present for CCOF-252

1, with high effective masses but low charge recombination descriptor. Such observations253

could derive from lower band dispersion, which reduces the possibility of detrimental charge254

recombination, but can also reduce charge-carrier mobility. In fact, this behavior is observed255

in CCOF-1, with calculated band dispersion for VB and CB of 0.72 and 1.4 meV, respectively.256

Those values represent the absolute difference between the highest and lowest energy values257

for each band.258
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Shortlisted candidates for the case study of OWS259

Combining the optimal values for all the descriptors, we end up with a set of 13 COFs that260

are promising for the case study of overall water splitting. The structures of interest are261

represented by the dark green and blue dots in the specified bottom-left region in Figure 8a,262

and detailed in Table S2. A thorough literature review shows that, to date, some of the filtered263

COFs have been explored for different photocatalytic processes, such as CO2 reduction,58264

which corroborates their usage as light harvesters.265

TBZ TPM

CNVB PMD

TfpBDH

a b

Figure 8: a) Simultaneous filtering of all the computed DFT descriptors for 419 CURATED
COFs for the case study of overall water splitting. The region of interest is in the lower left
region, which indicates more appropriate band gaps and low carrier effective masses. Grey
dots are structures whose band edges do not straddle HER and OER redox potentials. Dark
colors indicate a lower possibility of charge recombination. Nx-COFs filtered for HER and
already investigated for this application are represented by colored squares. b) Common
substructures in the set of 13 filtered COFs for OWS. To the right, the backbone is highlighted,
which is similar to the donor-acceptor COFs designed for OWS, with HER and OER active
sites highlighted in jungle green and Persian indigo, respectively.30

Most filtered COFs, however, have not yet been explored for photocatalytic HER/OER266

(79%, see Table S2), thus highlighting the usefulness of the current work and suggesting further267

theoretical and/or experimental investigation. Among the 13 COFs, common substructures are268

1,3,5-(triphenyl)benzene, pyrometallic diimide, tetraphenylmethane, and 1,3,5-tricyano-2,4,6-269

tris(vinyl)benzene, see Figure 8b. Common linkages are imine, imide, azo, and β-ketoenamine270

(with TIBT). Moreover, some COFs in the final list, such as TfpBDH and PI-COF-SR,271

display a similar backbone compared to donor-acceptor COFs designed strategically for272
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photocatalytic OWS (Figure 8b).30273

As a proof of concept, Nx-COFs (x=0-3) were evaluated by this work as prospective274

candidates for photocatalytic HER and are already reported for this application.59 Indeed,275

it showed proper alignment of IP/EA, band gap values within the visible range that agree276

reasonably with experimental results and good results for effective masses (below 5 me), see277

Table S3 for more details. Figure 8a represents this series in colored squares. N3-COF, in278

particular, has its IP/EA straddling both HER and OER, thus could also be a candidate for279

OWS. Although its charge separation descriptor is slightly higher than our threshold of 0.5, it280

was nevertheless reported among the Nx-COF series as the most effective HER photocatalyst281

when triethanolamine is chosen as the sacrificial donor.282

Structure-property relationship283

Figure 9 summarizes the effect of the defined building blocks and functional groups whose284

presence statistically affects at least one of our photocatalytic DFT descriptors. The presence285

of β-ketoenamine with TIBT, for example, promotes a statistically significant lowering of286

charge carrier effective masses, but increases the values of the charge recombination descriptor.287

More details on the statistical analysis are displayed in the SI, showing as an example the288

statistically-based effect of β-ketoenamine (with TIBT) on each descriptor (Figures S10-S13).289
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Figure 9: a) Effect of the presence of defined substructures on the band gap, charge recombi-
nation descriptor, and effective masses based on statistical analysis with bootstrapped effect
sizes. A lowering trend is desired for Λ and m*, indicating lower chances of electron and
hole recombination, and higher charge carrier mobility. b) Visualization of substructures,
namely, a. pyrene, b. phthalimide, c. TIBT (β-ketoenamine linkage), d. secondary imine,
e. porphyrin, f. arylboronate ester (2-phenyl-1,3,2-dioxaborolane), g. triphenylamine, h.
imidazole, and i. 1,2,5-thiadiazole.

Furthermore, topology analysis with CrystalNets.jl60 in the “all nodes” clustering was290

successfully performed for 300 structures. The distribution of topologies found is displayed in291

Figure S16. The results show that most structures aligned for OWS and individual HER292

and OER present honeycomb (hcb), augmented honeycomb (hca), fes, and hnb topologies.293

For the case of HER, although the occurrence of hbn topology is practically unchanged in294

the filtered COFs (2.3% of occurrence in all COFs, 2.7% in the filtered ones for HER), we295

noticed an increase in the occurrence of hca (64.5% of occurrence in all COFs, 75.7% in the296

filtered ones for HER), hcb (6.4% of occurrence in all COFs, 10.8% in the filtered ones for297

HER), and fes (5.0% of occurrence in all COFs, 10.8% in the filtered ones for HER). In the298

literature, COFs that have been reported for HER oftentimes display honeycomb (hcb and299

hca) topologies.61,62 Our findings suggest that fes nets could be another possible direction of300

exploration for photocatalytically active COFs.301
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Other photo-redox reactions302

To allow for an in-depth analysis of the evaluated COFs, we have chosen the study case of303

overall water splitting. However, as previously mentioned, the strategy adopted here can304

be applied to any pair of redox reactions without the need to perform further calculations.305

As a demonstration of the versatility of this work, we developed a bokeh application that306

allows for interactive filtering of the evaluated COFs. Such filtering can be done by choosing307

different redox reactions and different thresholds for the charge carrier mobility and charge308

recombination descriptors. The video in the supplementary materials exemplifies the usage of309

this application by filtering candidates for photocatalytic CO2 reduction to methanol, with310

triethanolamine (TEOA) as a sacrificial agent. The process of reducing CO2 to value-added311

chemicals such as methanol is a compelling alternative to recycle CO2 from the environment.63312

After applying the desired filters, which can also be customized to feasible values, it is possible313

to obtain the dataset of the filtered COFs.314

Conclusions315

The screening approach employed by this work allowed the shortlisting of photocatalytically316

active COFs based on a cost-effective calculation of DFT-based descriptors. We selected317

13 COFs as prospective photocatalysts for OWS after screening the database for alignment318

to redox potentials, visible light absorption, charge separation, and charge-carrier mobility319

descriptors. The list of selected COFs for HER contains the series of Nx-COF (x=0-3)320

already studied experimentally for this purpose. Interestingly, our approach can seamlessly321

be extended to filter candidates for any desired pair of photo-redox reactions.322

Structural analysis for each DFT descriptor provided suggestions for the rational design323

of photocatalytically active COFs. Porphyrin, pyrene, triphenylamine, and TPTA-containing324

COFs were associated with visible light absorption, which can be considered when designing325

photocatalytic COFs to harvest sunlight. Most β-ketoenamine-linked COFs with TIBT in326
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the database have their IPs/EAs aligned to the HER potential. Concerning charge separation,327

COFs containing thiadiazole and phthalimide groups display a statistically significant lowering328

of the computed averaged spatial overlap that assesses the likelihood of charge recombination.329

Furthermore, the choice of 2D dimensionality and β-ketoenamine linkages with TIBT can330

benefit the design of COFs with enhanced charge-carrier mobility.331

We highlight that other aspects need to be further considered for evaluating photocatalytic332

performance, such as photo-stability, stacking modes, and kinetics, which are open questions333

for this screening approach. Suggested next steps are the experimental evaluation of the334

shortlisted COFs in Table S2 for OWS and further theoretical investigations with higher335

accuracy. Future works could also address the influence of how stacking modes and statistical336

stacking order can affect our photocatalytic descriptors. Altogether, this work can pave the337

way for using in-silico methodologies to design COFs for photocatalysis.338

Computational methods339

The Automated Interactive Infrastructure and Database for Computational Science (Ai-340

iDA,64,65 v1.6.5) was used as a workflow manager to perform the DFT calculations for 419341

structures from the CURATED COFs database.11 A new workchain was built as depicted342

by the flowchart in Figure 2 based on workchains for multistage optimization and base343

calculations from the plugins aiida-cp2k and aiida-lsmo. The logic of the developed workchain344

consists of evaluating the band gap to ensure a closed-shell system/semiconducting band gap,345

followed by optimization of the cell parameters and calculations of our DFT descriptors for346

photocatalysis.15,21347

Ground-state unrestricted Kohn-Sham (UKS) DFT calculations were employed for electron348

and hole injection to evaluate the charge separation descriptor as previously defined.21349

Electronic chemical potentials were aligned to vacuum as reported by Fumanal et al. 15 ,350

based on the procedure established by Butler et al. 16 The band extrema energies were351
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corrected with our empirical adjustment to mimic PBE0 values.352

For the charge separation descriptor, an in-house code was developed to compute the353

averaged spatial overlap of the cube files for electron and hole injection.66354

The parabolic approximation implemented in sumo library67 was used to compute effective355

masses of electrons and holes based on the electronic bands’ dispersion in the reciprocal356

space.21,22357

More details about the DFT calculations can be found in the Supporting Informa-358

tion. Structural analysis was performed with the CSD substructure search Python API via359

SMARTS,68,69 and we used CrystalNets.jl60 for topology analysis. It was necessary to consider360

flexible SMARTS definition, i.e. not explicitly specifying aromaticity or unsaturations, for361

proper recognition with the CSD substructure search due to incompatibilities in bond lengths.362

Other computational tools utilized in this work are detailed in the Supporting Information.363

Statistics364

We performed statistical analysis to determine whether the presence of a building block365

or functional group could have positive, negative, or no effects on our photocatalytic DFT366

descriptors. We employed boostrapped effect sizes with the DABEST package70 for quantita-367

tive estimation of effect sizes. Detailed information on the statistical tests is available as a368

supplementary material.369
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